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2.Place base plate under escutcheon.  Insert screws 
through left and right holes into escutcheon.  Position 
faucet on sink.  From underneath the sink, install lock 
nuts onto screws and tighten to hold faucet securely in 
place.
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Do not overtighten.

5.

4B.Flexible Supply Lines with 3/8” OD:Flexible Supply Lines 
with 3/8” OD: If you are using flexible supply lines to connect 
the faucet to the water supply, slip the coupling nut behind 
the ball-nose of the flexible supply tube. The ball nose will go 
partially into IPS shank or fitting.  Tighten the coupling nut 
(DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN).  Install the opposite end to your 
water supply according to the manufacturer’s instructions for 
both tubes. Note: when looking at the faucet the left pipe is 
the Hot water side, the right pipe is the Cold water side.
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                                                                                      . Note: 
when looking at the faucet the left pipe is the Hot water side, 
the right pipe is the Cold water side.
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3.Install sprayer (optional).  After faucet is installed, position 
sprayer support in far right hole in sink.  Insert spray hose 
down through the support.  Secure the sprayer support to 
the sink by threading the lock nut onto the mounting stud. 
Hand tighten the lock  nut onto the spray seat.  Under the 
sink, connect the spray hose to the connection on faucet.

Wrap threaded connections (except aerator thread in spout or where o-ring 
or rubber sealant are present) with Teflon tape available from your local 
hardware or plumbing supply store.  Always wrap in a clockwise direction.

Warning! Avoid contact of plastic parts with plumber’s putty, pipe dope,or 
any other oil based compound. Use a silicon, acrylic, or latex based 
sealant where needed.


